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At present, the world market of electron accelerator is saturated with the reliable and efficient plants
of 0.3-3 MeV energy range and the power of the beam extracted into air up to 150 kW. However, such
accelerators cannot satisfy the demand of new energy-intensive technologies (mainly referred to ecological),
which require accelerators with the power of an electron beam ranging from a few hundreds of kilowatts to
tens of megawatts. In its turn, the megawatt power complexes require modules with a minimum unit power
of hundreds of kilowatts.

At the Budker INP SB RAS, the high voltage accelerators of a new generation with the required
power of an electron beam extracted into have been developed. One of these accelerators is the ELV-12
accelerator with the power of electron beam of 400 kW at an energy of 0.6-1.0 MeV.

The ELV-12 accelerator compiled all the design and technological solutions found and checked in the
process of the development and manufacture of the ELV-type accelerators. General vies of the ELV-12
accelerator is shown in Fig. 1. Inside the vessel there is the tandem-type high voltage source, where two high
voltage rectifiers placed one above the other are operated in parallel with the common load. Each accelerator
consists of a set of rectifying sections connected between each other by the series-parallel circuit. Rectifying
sections do not comprise filtering capacitors. The low rippling of the output voltage is provided by an
increase in the operating frequency' up to 1000 Hz, by the phase shift of the feeding voltage in the primary
winding of the accelerator and by the presence of large constructive capacities in the accelerator (mainly
capacities of gas feeders). At the point of connection, there is a special coil providing the power supply of
electron injectors of accelerating tubes.

Fig.l

ELV-12 accelerator common veiw

1-rectifying module;
2-accelerating module;
3-rectifying columne;
4-feeder,
5-injector control unit;
6-accelerating tube;
7-extraction device

With the gas feeders the rectifying module is connected to the accelerating modules. The accelerating
module is a separate vessel with the accelerating tube and beam current control system inside. The beam
extraction device is connected to the bottom of the vessel. In addition, one accelerating tube can be placed in
the rectifier vessel. The beam current in each accelerating module is controlled independently. The beam is
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controlled through the optic control system. The maximum beam current of a separate module is 200 mA. In
this case, the maximum total current of the accelerator is 400 mA.

The accelerating tube is the same as for all the ELV-type accelerators. As was already tested at the
«Torch» accelerator, such tubes of the INP design and production enable the long term operation with the
electron beam current of up to 0.8 A. The emission of electrons is performed with the thermoemission LaB6

cathode. The beam current is regulated by the cathode temperature at the same value of control voltage. This
provides the stability of an electron beam at the entrance of the extraction device.

Fig.2
Two-window extraction device:

1-ion pumps;
2-beam scanning system;
3-protection water cooling cylinder;
4-foil blow pipes;
5-foil fastening frames;
6-extraction titanium foils.
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In the extraction device of the accelerating module shown in Fig.2, two parallel foils are used for the
beam extraction. An approximate trajectory of the beam along the extraction foils is also given in Fig.2. The
beam is scanned with the bending magnets standard for the ELV-type accelerators. The only difference is
the presence of a reswitching magnet for a fast shift of a beam from one extraction window to another. In the
reswitching magnet, the current is synchronized with the scanning system so that the shift of the beam is
performed at the maximum deviation of a beam in the extraction window (at its ends). At the time of the
shift, the beam power is absorbed by the water cooled protection cylinder, which is also the element of the
construction rigidity. The beam shift control system is completely automated based on PC within the limits
of the accelerator general control program.

Extraction Titanium foils are cooled by the high speed air jets formed by two independent high
pressure fans. The average current density in the foil does not exceed 100 p.A/cm2' which is two times less
than the maximum admissible value of the current density for such rates of jets for foil cooling. This enables
a manifold increase in the foil lifetime. The total power of the beam loss in such a two-widow extraction
device does not exceed 6%.

The high voltage insulation of ELV-12 is SF6-gas as in other accelerators of the ELV-series. The
rectifier module vessel as well as accelerating module vessels are filled with the SF6-gas under the high
pressure. The primary winding of the high voltage rectifier is power supplied from thyristor frequency
converter thus providing high conversion coefficient of the electric energy into the electron beam energy.
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